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This invention relates to apparatus for 
cleaning bottles and more particularly to ap 
paratus of the general type wherein the bot 
tles are mounted on transverse carriers flex 
ibly connected and constituting an endless 
conveyor by which the bottles are advanced 
intermittently through the apparatus and are 
subjected, during their transit therethrough, 
to various interior and exterior treatments 
with liquid, their exteriors and interiors also 
being subjected to the action of brushes, as 
part of the cleaning treatment. 
The particular invention disclosed herein 

relates more especially to the mechanism for 
brushing the outsides of the bottles while in 
transit through an apparatus of the general 
character referred to. More limitedly, the 
invention relates to the means for centering 
the bottles on the carriers with respect to a 
series of lifting rods which serve to subject 
them to the action of cleaning means. An 
instance of apparatus of the general type to 
which this invention relates is disclosed in 
Patent No. 1,313,706 issued to Charles H. 
Loew and myself on August 19, 1919; also in 
Patent No. 1,719,844. issued July 9. 1929 to 
Paul W. Loew and Robert R. McKechnie. 

It is the general purpose and object of the 
invention to enable bottles, while being con 
ducted through an apparatus of the general 
character aforesaid, to be brushed in a partic 
ularly efficient manner; also to insure that 
the bottles in each transverse carrier shall be 
conveniently and effectively aligned with re 
spect to the lifting rods or spindles by which 
they are lifted from their carriers into opera 
tive relation to cleaning mechanism located 
above the carriers and the conveyor of which 
the carriers form a part In the accompanying drawings, Fig. 1 rep 
resents a side elevation of a part of a bottle 
washing apparatus of the general type re 
ferred to, showing three of the transverse 
series of bottles, together with the brushing 
mechanisms and the means for lifting the 
bottles from their seats in the carriers into 
operative relation to the brushing lecha 
nisms, the brushing mechanisms being shown 
in the positions occupied thereby prior to 
lifting a series of bottles therebetween; Fig. 

Serial No. 510,713. 

2 is a view similar to Fig. 1, but taken from 
the opposite side of the apparatus and show 
ing one series of bottles lifted between the 
brushing mechanisms and the positions of 
the brushes during this operation; Fig. 3 is a 
top plan view of a portion of the apparatus 
shown in Figs. 1 and 2: Fig. 4 is a sectional 
view corresponding to the line 4-4 of Fig. 1; 
Fig. 5 is a longitudinal sectional view through 
the apparatus shown in the preceding views, 
the parts being in the positions which they 
occupy in Fig. 1: Fig. 6 is a view, similar to 
Fig. 5, but showing the parts in the positions 
which they occupy in Fig. 2: Fig. 7 is a trans 
verse sectional view through the mechanism 
for rotating the bottle bottom clamps; and 
Fig. 8 is a sectional elevation showing the 
manner of rotating and oscillating the verti 
cally rotating brushes. 

In the operation of the portion of the ap 
paratus disclosed herein, the bottle conveyor 
is moved intermittently along tracks and, 
when each series of bottles reaches the first 
brushing station, the mouths of the bottles 
are automatically centered above their respec 
tive lifting rods, the brushes which operate 
on the sides of the bottles being separated at 
this time to permit the passage of the bodies 
of the bottles therethrough; the bottles are 
then elevated between vertically rotating and 
horizontally rotating brushes, which are 
thereby moved toward each other, the brushes 
rotating and operating on opposite sides of 
the bottles; the bottles are then lowered into 
the seats provided therefor in their transverse 
carrier, the brushes being separated during 
his movement; the conveyor is advanced an 
other step, bringing the bottles just treated 
beneath the horizontally rotating brush and 
said bottles are then raised from their seats 
in the carrier a short distance to bring their 
bottoms into engagement with said brush, the 
series of bottles next adjacent to the rear 
being lifted meanwhile between the horizon 
tally rotating brush and the vertically rotat 
ing brushes to have their outer sides cleaned 
in the manner referred to hereinbefore. 
The details of the mechanism by which the 

foregoing operations are accomplished will 
now be described. 
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It will be understood that the major por 
tion of the complete apparatus is enclosed 
within a casing, a portion of which is indi 
cated at Y, the said apparatus including 
longitudinally extending rails 1 on which the 
bottle conveyor, consisting of flexibly con 
nected transverse carriers 2, is supported by 
rollers 3-as is shown generally in the patent 
to Loew and myself referred to hereinbefore. 
As the means for moving the conveyor inter 
mittently along the rails 1 is well known to 
those skilled in this art, illustration of such 
mechanism is deemed unnecessary. 

For the purpose of lifting the bottles 4 
from their respective carriers when each car 
rier reaches its proper position with respect 
to the brushes thereabove, I have provided 
lifting rods A, one for each bottle on a car 
rier, extending upwardly from a cross-head 
B. Four bottles are shown in each transverse 
series and four lifting rods; but it will be 
understood that the number of bottles con 
stituting each series and the number of lifting 
rods therefor may be varied in accordance 
with the capacity of a given apparatus. 
Each of these lifting rods has its upper end 
pointed, as indicated at A', and is provided 
with a tapered seat A* therebeneath that en 
gages within the mouth of a bottle there 
above. Opposite ends of the cross-bar B are 
connected by arms B and links B° with a 
rock shaft X which extends transversely of 
the apparatus, being mounted in bearings 
provided therefor in opposite sides of the 
housing or casing T, as shown at X. B de 
notes guide brackets which are secured to 
each end of the cross-head B and which are 
adapted to slide upon the vertical guide 
rods C. 
Secured to and extending between the guide 

rods C is an angle iron member D having 
guide openings therethrough for the upper 
portions of the rods A (see Figs. 4 and 5). 
D' denotes another angle iron member which 
is supported above and at the rear or right 
of the member D by means of a bracket D, 
secured to the member D. 
The bottle centering mechanism consists of 

laterally spaced angular guide members each 
50 
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having a portion E extending longitudinally 
of the apparatus and a vertical portion E 
secured to the vertical branch of the angle 
iron D', the longitudinal portion of each 
guide member having a downwardly project 
ing tongue E, between which tongues the 
necks of the bottles on a transverse carrier 
which has been moved above the rods A are 
positioned. These tongues serve to center 
the necks of the bottles in one direction with 
repect to the corresponding rods A. Verti 
cal tongues E which are mounted on a pair 
of transversely extending bars E* project 
upwardly toward the portions E of the guide 
members and serve, when the bars E* are 
moved as pointed out hereinafter, to complete 
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the centering of the mouths of the bottles 
above the rods A, the tongues then forming in 
effect a temporary box-like structure around 
each bottle neck. When the bottle carrier 
and the bottles therein are being moved, the 
upwardly extending tongues E are out of 
the paths of the bottles, being in the position 
shown by dotted lines in Fig. 4. When a 
bottle carrier stops above the rods A, the bars 
E are moved in the following manner trans 
versely of the apparatus to bring the tongues 
E°into aligning relation to the mouths of the 
bottles, thereby to form with the tongues E 
a complete centering box for the mouth of 
each bottle on such carrier. The manner of 
supporting and moving the bars E whereby 
the tongues E will also be moved into appro 
priate relation to the tongues E, will now 
be described: 
The opposite ends of the bars E* are pivot 

ally connected to the downwardly extending 
arms E, E, of a pair of bell cranks, the bell 
cranks being pivoted on brackets E project 
ing from the sides of the apparatus (see Fig. 
4). A spring E7 is connected at one end to 
the horizontal arm of the bell crank carrying 
the arm E and at its other end to an eye bolt 
E which is secured to the guide rod C. A ver 
tical rod E is connected at its upper end to 
the horizontal arm of the other bell crank and 
has its lower end slidably mounted in a 
bracket E9, carried by the guide bracket B8 
therebeneath, the said rod having a nut El 
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on the lower end thereof normally engaged 
by the said bracket. 
When the cross-head B is in its lowered po 

sition, the spring E will be inoperative to 
0. 

rock the bell crank to which it is connected, 
and the tongues E will be in the positions 
shown in Fig. 4. When the cross-head starts 
moving upwardly, however, the spring E is 
free to rock the bell crank to which it is con 
nected, thereby moving the bars E* trans 
versely and bringing the tongues E° into 
register with the spaces provided between the 
guide members E. This results in complet 
ing the alinement of the mouths of the bot 
tles above the lifting rods A. When the 
cross-head B is moved downwardly, the 
bracket E will engage the nut Eli and will 
pull downwardly on the rod E9, thereby mov 
ing the bars E* to the position shown in Fig. 
4, with the tongues E° out of the paths of 
movement of the bottles. 
The bottle rotating mechanism is of sub 

stantially the same character as that shown 
in the patent to Loew and myself referred to 
hereinbefore and in the patent to Loew and 
McKechnie No. 1,719,844 issued July 19, 
1929. This mechanism consists generally of 
a series of vertically movable angular rods 
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F corresponding in number and position to 
the bottles in a transverse carrier and each 
having a weight F at its upper end. These 
rods are guided during their vertical move 30 
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ments by sleeves F within a housing, indi 
cated generally at F (see Figs. 4, 5 and 7). 
Each sleeve is provided with a spur gear F. 
the gears intermeshing with one another and 
one of the final gears being provided with 
a beveled gear F integral there with which 
meshes with a beveled gear F. On one end of 
a shaft F which is mounted in an extension 
of the framework of the apparatus and which 
shaft is provided at its opposite end with a 
double spur gear consisting of a hub having 
on the outer end thereof a large gear F and 
on the body thereof a small gear F. 
The shaft F is driven by a shaft G extend 

ing transversely of the apparatus and mount 
edin brackets G' secured to the housing F 
(see Figs. 1, 3, 5 and 8). To one end of the 
shaft is fastened a pulley G° whereby the 
shaft is driven from any convenient source 
of power. On the opposite end of the shaft 
there is mounted a sprocket G and a gear G. 
The shaft G drives the shaft F by means of 
the gear G' which meshes with the gear F. 
Sprockets G8 and I are connected by a 
sprocket chain G. 

H. denotes a shaft which is supported on 
the opposite side of the housing from the 
shaft G by means of bearing brackets H ex 
tending from the said housing and in align 
ment with the brackets G. One end of the 
shaft. His provided with a spur gear Hand 
its opposite end with a crank disk H. 

and I denote brackets which extend 
downwardly from the longitudinal members 
I located on opposite sides of the machine 
(see Figs. 1, 2, 4 and 5). A shaft is 
mounted for rocking and reciprocatory 
movements in the said brackets. On one end 
of the shaft, I there is loosely mounted a 
gear I carrying a sprocket I. Pinned to 
the shaft I, between the brackets and i, 
are arms J which extend upwardly and 
downwardly from the shaft and which are 
provided at their lower ends with journals 
4 in which is mounted the shaft J carrying 
the horizontal brush J°. Secured to the shaft 
J’ is a wide gear J, which meshes with the 
gear I". - 
On the opposite end of the shaft I from 

the gear and sprocket is a grooved 
collar which is engaged by the pins on the 
forked arm of a bell crank I which is piv 
oted between lugs 18 carried by the bracket 
I (see Figs. 2 and 4). I denotes a connect 
ing rod which has its upper end connected 
to a crank pin H on the crank H and its 
lower end connected to the forked end of the 
other end of the bell crank I through a 
universal joint connection I. I. It will 
be evident that, as the shaft His revolved, 
the shaft, I will be reciprocated in its bear 
ings by the connections just described, there 
by reciprocating the brush J which is be 
ing rotated through the gears and J. 

Mounted within the brackets G' and ex 

yoke. 

3 

tending inwardly therefrom are sleeves K, 
through which the shaft G also extends, and 
a hanger yoke K is rotatably mounted on 
the extensions K of said sleeves (see Fig. 8). 
Journal sleeves K extend downwardly from 
the yoke K and serve as bearings for ver 
tical shafts K, each of which has at its up 
per end a beveled gear and at its lower end 
a brush K. It will be noted that the brushes 
K9 are shaped to conform to the contours 
of the bottles which they engage and that 
they intermesh with each other; also that 
the beveled gears K mesh with beveled gears 
is on the shaft G. It will be evident that, 
as the shaft G. rotates, the brushes is are also 
rotated about substantially vertical axes. 
Each journal sleeve K is provided with 

an apertured lug K, each of which is adapt 
ed to receive one end of a link K9. The op 
posite ends of these links are connected re 
spectively to the upper ends of the arms J 
by which the horizontal brush j° is suspend 
ed from th shaft I (see Figs. 2, 5, 6 and 
8). It will be seen from Figs. 5 and 6 that 
the arrangement is such that, when the 
brushes K are rocked, the brush J will be 
rocked in the opposite direction, due to the 
manner of pivoting the yoke K and the 
rms J and the manner of connecting the 

said yoke and arms by the links K9. The 
manner in which the brushes are so rocked 
will now be described (see Figs. 1, 5 and 6). 
L denotes a shaft extending transversely 

of the apparatus and mounted in bearings 
L' on the members I”. Intermediate its ends, 
this shaft is provided with a downwardly 
projecting arm L and at one end thereof 
with a slabstantially horizontal arm L. The 
arm L° is connected to the yoke K? by means 
of a link L having one end pivotally con 
nected to the lower end of the said arm and 
its opposite end connected to a lug IL on the 

A vertical rod M is connected at one 
end to the outer end of the arm L', the low 
er end of said rod extending through a sleeve 
M carried by one of the arms. B'. A stop 
M is secured to the rod M and is located 
above the arm B' when the latter is in its 
lowered position. As the arms B move up 
wardly from the position shown in Fig. 1 
to the position shown in Fig. 2, the sleeve 
M’ will engage the stop M and lift the rod 
M, thereby rocking the shaft L which, 
through the arms L and the link L, will 
rock the yoke K9, thereby moving the brushes 
K toward the bottles which have been lift 
ed by the upward movement of th arms B, 
and this movement of the brushes K will in 
turn rock the brush j toward the brushes 
K9, the brushes then occupying the posi 
tions shown in Figs. 2 and 6. As the arms 
B move downwardly, a spring L' connect 
ed to the housing at L" and to the yoke K” 
at L (see Figs. 3 and 8) will rock the yoke 
in the opposite direction, bringing it into 
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4. 

engagement with the adjustable stop N, 
which is mounted in a cross bar N' extending 
between the members I, the stop providing 
means for adjustably limiting the separation 
of the brushes J and K. 

Reference has been made hereinbefore to 
the raising of the bottoms of the bottles in 
successive transverse series against the brush 
J. The manner in which this is accom 
plished will now be described. 
Extending downwardly from the horizon 

tal flange of the angle member D are guides 
O through which rods O' extend (see Figs. 
4, 5 and 6). The upper ends of the rods are 
connected to an upper bottle lifting bar O' 
and the lower ends are connected to the hori 
zontal flange of an angle ball O' constituting 
a lower bottle lifting bar. The lower bar is 
yieldably supported by springs O' connected 
at their lower ends to eye bolts O carried by 
opposite ends of said bar while their upper 
ends are connected to opposite sides of the 
frame of the apparatus, as shown at O'. 
Rods R extend through the horizontal fange 
of the angle bar O and are surrounded at 
their upper portions by springs R bearing 
at their lower ends against the horizontal 
flange of the angle bar O and at their upper 
ends against stops R on their respective 
rods. The lower ends of the rods R extend 
through brackets R* carried by the cross 
head B and are provided with nuts R* thereon 
below said brackets. When the cross-head 
is in its lowered position, the springs R are 
under sufficient compression to overcome the 
lifting effort of the springs O. However, 
as the cross-head B rises, the brackets R' 
move away from the nuts R", thus relieving 
the compression exerted on the Springs R' 
and allowing the springs O' to elevate the 
lower lifting bar O and the upper lifting 
bar O and the bottles above the latter, bring 
ing the bottoms of the bottles into contact 
with the brush J2 (see Fig. 6). When the 
cross-head B is lowered, the lugs R will 
engage the nuts R* and pull the rods R and 
the bar Odownwardly to the position shown 
in Figs. 1, 4 and 5, thus lowering the bottles 
into the seats provided therefor in their car 
rier. The springs R function as an addi 
tional cushion in the lowering movements 
of the bars O' and O, thus serving to lower 
the bottles into their carrier seats without 
injury. 
From the foregoing detailed explanation, 

it is believed that the general operation of 
the apparatus will be readily understood. 
The conveyor will be operated to move the 
same intermittently along the rails 1. When 
the carrier has been brought below the rotat 
ing spindles F, the brushes J° and K will 
be in the separated relation shown in Figs. 
1 and 5, due to the action of the spring L' 
and the connecting links K9. As the cross 
head B starts to move upwardly, the cross 
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bars E are moved so that the tongues E 
carried thereby will cooperate with the 
tongues E’ carried by the bars E to center 
the mouths of the bottles in such series above 
the lifting rods A. The bottles, when lifted 
from their seats by the rods A, will engage 
the rotating clamps F on the bottoms of 
the rods F and will be rotated thereby. As 
the bottles move upwardly, the sleeve Men 
gages the stop M and rocks the shaft L to 
bring the brushes J and K toward each 
other, thereby to operate upon the sides and 
necks of the bottles, as shown in Fig. 2. The 
brushes K are rotating about vertical axes 
while the brush J* is rotating about a hori 
Zontal axis and is also being reciprocated by 
means of the shaft H, crank H and the con 
nections between the crank and the shaft I 
hereinbefore described. When the arms B 
are lowered, the bottles are lowered with 
them, the clamps F remaining in contact 
with the bottles until the latter are nearly 
within their seats. 
movement of the bottles the sleeve M will 
move away from the stop M and the spring 
L will move the brushes J and K apart, as 
shown in Figs. 1 and 5. 
The conveyor is then advanced another 

step, bringing the series of bottles just treat 
ed beneath the brush J° and the succeeding 
series beneath the bottle bottom clamps F. 
The arms B are again rocked upwardly, 
lifting the succeeding series of bottles into 
engagement with the clamps F and between 
the brushes J° and K, which are moved to 
ward each other in the manner described 
hereinbefore. As the cross-head B moves 
upwardly, the springs O' are permitted to 
lift the upper and lower lifting bars O° and 
O' in the manner described, the upper bar 
engaging the mouths of the bottles of the 
series thereabove and lifting the bottoms of 
the bottles into engagement with the rotat 
ing and reciprocating brush J. On the 
downward movement of the arms B, result 
ing in the downward movement of the cross 
head B, the two series of bottles are returned 
to the seats in their respective carriers. 
The manner of brushing the bottles dis 

closed herein has been found to be extremely 
efficient, the sides and necks of the bottles 
being subjected to the action of the inter 
meshing brushes IK which are rotatable 
about substantially vertical axes, and to the 
action of the brush J which rotates about 
a horizontal axis and which at the same time 
is reciprocated along the sides and necks of 
the rotating bottles. Furthermore, the brush 
J serves to clean the bottoms of the bottles 
most effectively, due to its rotary and recip 
rocatory movements; and the construction by 
which the foregoing results have been ob 
tained has proved to be extremely practical 
and efficient in operation. 
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Having thus described my invention, what 
I claim is:- 

1. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carrier's each 
having seats for bottles and adapted to be 
moved intermittently through such appara 
tus, of brushing means above said conveyor, 
the said means comprising a brushing mecha 
nism consisting of a set of brushes mounted 
for rotation each about a substantially ver 
tical axis and extending transversely of said 
apparatus, and a second brushing Illechanisin 
eomprising a brush adjacent to the said set 
of brushes and extending transversely of said 
apparatus and mounted for rotation about a 
substantially horizontal axis, a transverse 
series of bottle-bottom clamps mounted for 
reciprocation between the two brushing 
mechanisms, means for rotating the bottle 
bottom clamps, means for lifting a transverse 
series of bottles from their respective seats 
in a carrier into engagement with the bottle 
bottom clamps and for moving the bottles 
thus clamped upwardly between said brush 
ing mechanisians and for thereafter restoring 
the bottles to their seats in such carrier, 
means operative by the lifting of the said 
bottles from their seats for moving said 
brushing mechanisms toward each other and 
for moving the said brushing mechanisms 
apart during the downward movement of 
the bottles toward their seats, means for ro 
tating the said brushes and means for re 
ciprocating one of the said brushing mecha 
nisms transversely of the conveyor. 

2. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats for bottles and adapted to be 
moved intermittently through such appa 
ratus, of brushing aneans above said conveyor, 
the said means comprising a brushing mecha 
nism consisting of a set of brushes mollinted 
for rotation each about a substantially ver 
tical axis and extending transversely of said 
apparatus, and a second blushing mechanism 
comprising a brush adjacent to the said set of 
brushes and extending transversely of said 
apparatus and mounted for rotation about 
a substantially horizontal axis, means for 
lifting a transverse series of bottles from their 
respective seats in a carrier and for moving 
the bottles upwardly between the said brush 
ing mechanisms and for thereafter restoring 
the bottles to their seats in such carrier, 
means operative by the lifting of said bot 
ties from their seats for moving the brushing 
mechanisms toward each other and for mov 
ing said brushing mechanisms apart during 
the downward movement of said bottles to 
ward their seats, means for rotating said 
brushes, and means for reciprocating one of 
said brushing mechanisms transversely of 
said conveyor. 

5 

3. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, the 
combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats for bottles and adapted to be 
moved intermittently through such appara 
tus, of brushing means above said conveyor, 
the said means comprising a brushing mecha 
nism consisting of a set of brushes mounted 
for rotation each about a substantially ver 
tical axis and extending transversely of said 
apparatu:S, and a Second bi'ushing mechanism 
comprising a brush adjacent to the said set 
of brushes and extending transversely of Said 
apparatus and mounted for rotation about 
a substantially horizontal axis, means for lift 
ing a transverse series of bottles from their re 
spective seats in a carrier and for moving the 
bottles upwardly between the said brushing 
nechanisms and for thereafter restoring the 
bottles to their seats in such carrier, means 
for rotating said brushes, means for recipro 
cating the second brushing mechanism, means 
for thereafter lifting the bottles from the said 
carrier to bring their bottoms into engage 
ment with Such second brushing mechanism 
and for restoring the said bottles to their seats 
in Stich carrier, and connections between the 
first mentioned bottle lifting means and the 
Second mentioned bottle lifting means for 
operating the latter lifting means by the 
former means. 

4. lt an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor compris 
ing transversely extending bottle carriers 
each having seats for bottles and adapted to 
be moved intermittently through such appa 
ratus, of brushing means above said con 
veyor, the Said means comprising a brushing 
aechanism consisting of a set of brushes 
Inointed for rotation each about a substan 
tially vertical axis and extending trans 
versely of Said apparatus, and a second 
brushing anechanism comprising a brush ad 
jacent, to the said set of brushes and extend 
iing transversely of Said apparatus and 
hounted for rotation about a substantially 
horizontal axis, means for lifting a trans 
verse series of bottles from their respective 
seats in a carrier and for moving the bottles 
upwardly between said brushing mechanisms 
and for thereafter restoring the bottles to 
their seats in such carrier, means operative 
by the lifting of said bottles from their 
seats for moving the said brushing mecha 
inisms toward each other and for moving the 
said bitishing mechanisms apart during the 
downward movement of the bottles toward 
their seats, and means for rotating the said 
brushes. - 

5. in an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor compris 
ing transversely extending bottle carriers 
each having seats for bottles and adapted to 
be moved intermittently through such appa 
ratus, of brushing means above said con 
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veyor, the said means comprising brushing 
mechanisms between which the bottles on a 
carrier are adapted to be raised and low 
ered, one of said mechanisms comprising a 
brush mounted for rotation about a substan 
tially horizontal axis, means for raising and 
lowering the bottles from their seats in a 
carrier between the said brushing mecha 
nisms, and means for lifting the bottles from 
an adjacent carrier to bring their bottoms 
into contact with the said brush, the last 
mentioned means comprising a lifting bar 
extending transversely of the apparatus be 
neath the last-mentioned carrier, spring 
mechanism tending to elevate said lifting 
bar, and connections between the said bar 
and the bottle raising and lowering means 
whereby the said spring mechanism is inop 
erative to raise the lifting bar when the said 
bottle lifting means is in its lowered position 
but is rendered operative to lift said bar by 
the upward movement of said bottle lifting 
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6. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats for bottles and adapted to be 
moved intermittently through. Such appa 
ratus, of brushing means above said con 
veyor, the said means comprising brushing 
mechanisms between which the bottles on a 
carrier are adapted to be raised and lowered, 
one of said mechanisms comprising a brush 
mounted for rotation about a substantially 
horizontal axis, means for raising and low 
ering the bottles from their seats in a car 
rier between the said brushing mechanisms 
and means operative by the bottle-raising 
and lowering means for lifting the bottles 
from an adjacent carrier to bring their bot 
toms into contact with the said brush, the 
last-mentioned means comprising a cross 
head connected with the first bottle lifting 
means, an upper lifting bar positioned be 
neath the mouths of the bottles in said ad 
jacent carrier, a lower bar connected to said 
upper bar, springs connected to the lower 
bar and tending to elevate the same, brackets 
carried by said cross head, rods extending 
through the lower bar and through said 
brackets and each having a nut on the lower 
end thereof below such bracket, and a spring 
surrounding each such rod above the said 
lower bar and pressing downwardly upon 
said bar thereby to normally hold both bars 
in lowered position. 

7. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats for bottles and adapted to be 
moved intermittently through such appa 
ratus, of brushing means above said con 
veyor, the said means comprising brushing 
mechanisms between which the bottles on a 
carrier are adapted to be raised and lowered, 
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one of said mechanisms comprising a brush 
mounted for rotation about a substantially 
horizontal axis, means for raising and low 
ering the bottles from their seats in a car 
lier between the said brushing mechanisms, 
and means operative by the bottle raising and 
lowering means for lifting the bottles from 
an adjacent carrier to bring their bottoms 
into contact with the said brush, the last 
mentioned means comprising a lifting bar 
extending transversely of the apparatus be 
neath the last mentioned carrier, spring 
mechanism tending to elevate said lifting bar, 
and spring mechanism operatively connect 
ed to the said bar and to the first bottle lift 
ing means for preventing the lifting move 
ment of the first mentioned spring mecha 
nism when the first bottle lifting means is 
in a lowered position and for permitting 
such lifting action when the first bottle lift 
ing means is in an elevated position. 

8. In an apparatus of the character de 
scribed, the combination, with means for sup 
porting a series of bottles with their mouths 
downward and a brush mounted for rota 
tion about a Substantially horizontal axis 
above said bottles, of means for lifting the 
bottles from their supports and for 
bringing their bottoms into engage 
ment with the said brush and for 
thereafter restoring them to their seats, 
the said means comprising a lifting bar 
positioned beneath the mouths of said bot 
tles, a spring operatively connected to said 
lifting bar and tending to elevate the same, 
a spring also operatively connected with 
said lifting bar and normally preventing the 
lifting operation of the first mentioned 
spring, and means reciprocable toward and 
from the said lifting bar for relieving the 
resistance of the second mentioned spring 
during the upward movement of said recip 
rocating means thereby to permit the lifting 
action of the first mentioned spring and for 
restoring the resistance of the second men 
tioned spring during the downward move 
ment of said reciprocating means thereby to 
lower the said lifting bar. 
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9. In an apparatus of the character de 
scribed, the combination, with means for sup 
porting a series of bottles with their mouths 
downward and a brush mounted for rotation 
about a substantially horizontal axis above 
said bottles, of means for lifting the bottles 
from their supports and for bringing their 
bottoms into engagement with the said brush 
and for thereafter restoring them to their 
seats, the said means comprising an upper 
lifting bar arranged beneath the mouths of 
the bottles, a lower lifting bar, one or more 
rods connecting the said bars, springs opera 
tively connected to opposite ends of the 
lower lifting bar and tending to elevate the 
same and the upper lifting bar, rods ex 
tending through the lower lifting bar and 
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each having a spring surrounding its upper 
portion and bearing at its lower end against 
the lower lifting bar, a vertically movable 
member having openings through which the 
lower ends of the said rods extend, the said 
rods being provided with stops on the lower 
ends below the said openings whereby, when 
the said member is in lowered position, the 
springs on said rods will hold the lower 
bar in its depressed position against the ac 
tion of the first mentioned springs, and 
means for reciprocating said member where 
by on the upward movement of the same the 
resistance of the second splings to the first 
springs will be overcome and the botties 
lifted from their seats to bring their bottoms 
into engagement with the brush and, on the 
reverse movement of said movable member, 
the rods will be pulled downward thereby to 
compress the second mentioned Springs to 
cushion the downward movement of the lift 
ing bars and the return of the bottles to their 
seats. 

10. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats for bottles and adapted to be 
moved intermittently through such appara 
tus, of brushing means above said conveyo’, 
the said means comprising a brushing mech 
anism consisting of a set of brushes nounted 
for rotation each about a substantially verti 
cal axis and extending transversely of Said 
apparatus, and a second brushing mecha 
nism comprising a brush adjacent to the 
said set of brushes and extending trans 
versely of said apparatus and mounted for 
rotation about a substantially horizontal 
axis, means for lifting a transverse series 
of bottles from their respective seats in 8 
carrier and for moving the bottles upwards 
between the said brushing mechanisms and 
for thereafter restoring the bottles to their 
seats in such carrier, means for iotating said 
brushes, and means for reciprocating one of 
said brushing mechanisms transversely of 
said conveyor. 

11. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats for bottles and adapted to be 
moved intermittently through such appara 
tus, of brushing means above said conveyor, 
the said means comprising a brushing mech 
anism consisting of a set of brushes lounted 
for rotation each about a substantially ver 
tical axis and extending transversely of said 
apparatus, and a second brushing mechanism 
comprising a brush adjacent to the said set 
of brushes and extending transversely of the 
apparatus and mounted for rotation about a 
substantially horizontal axis, means for lift 
ing a transverse series of bottles from their 
respective seats in a carrier and for moving 
the bottles upwardly between the said brush 
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ing mechanisms and for thereafter restoring 
the bottles to their seats in such carrier, 
means for rotating said brushes, and means 
for reciprocating the second brushing mech 
anism. 

12. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats for bottles and adapted to be 
moved intermittently through Such appara 
titls, of brushing means above said conveyor, 
the said means comprising a brushing mech 
anism consisting of a set of brushes mounted 
for rotation each about a substantially ver 
tical axis and extending transversely of said 
apparatus, and a second brushing mechanism 
comprising a brush adjacent to the said set 
of brushes and extending transversely of said 
apparatus and mounted for rotation about a 
substantially horizontal axis, means for lift 
ing a transverse series of bottles from their 
respective seats in a carrier and for moving 
the botties upwardly between said brushing 
mechanisms and for thereafter restoring the 
bottles to their seats in such carrier, and 
means for rotating said brushes. 

13. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor compris 
ing transversely extending bottle carriers 
each having seats for bottles and adapted to 
be moved intermittently through such appa 
ratus, of brushing means above said convey 
or, the said means comprising a brushing 
mechanism consisting of a set of brushes 
mounted for rotation each about a substan 
tially vertical axis and extending transverse 
iy of said apparatus, and a second brushing 
mechanism comprising a brush adjacent to 
the said set of brushes and extending trans 
versely of said apparatus and mounted for 
rotation about a substantially horizontal axis, 
means for lifting a transverse series of bot 
tles from their respective seats in a carrier 
and for moving the bottles upwardly between 
the said brushing mechanisms and for there 
after restoring the bottles to their seats in 
such carrier, means for rotating said brushes, 
and means for thereafter lifting the bottles 
from the said carrier to bring their bottoms 
into engagement with said second brushing 
mechanisin. 

14. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats for bottles and adapted to be 
moved intermittently through such appara 
us, of brushing means above said conveyor, 
the said means comprising brushing mecha 
nisms between which the bottles on a carrier 
are adapted to be raised and lowered, one of 
said mechanisms comprising a brush mount 
ed for rotation about a substantially horizon 
tal axis, means for raising and lowering the 
bottles from their seats in a carrier between 
the said brushing mechanisms, means for lift 
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ing the bottles from an adjacent carrier to 
bring their bottoms into contact with the said 
brush, and means for axially reciprocating 
the said brush. 

15. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats for bottles and adapted to be 
moved intermittently through such appara 
tus, of brushing means above said conveyor, 
the said means comprising a brush mounted 
for rotation about a substantially horizontal 
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axis and extending transversely of said con 
veyor, and means for lifting the bottles from 
a carrier to bring their bottoms into contact 
with the said brush, the last-mentioned means 
comprising an upper lifting bar positioned 
beneath the mouths of the bottles in said car 
rier, a lower bar connected to said upper bar, 
a spring connected to the lower bar and tend 
ing to elevate the same, a vertically movable 
bracket, a rod extending through the lower 
bar and extending through said bracket and 
having a nut on the lower end thereof below 
said bracket, a spring surrounding said rod 
above the lower bar and pressing downward 
ly upon said bar thereby to normally hold 
both bars in lowered position, and means for 
reciprocating said bracket vertically. 

16. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats for bottles and adapted to be 
moved intermittently through such appara 
tus, of brushing means above said conveyor, 
the said means comprising a brush mounted 
for rotation about a substantially horizontal 
axis and extending transversely of said con 
veyor, and means for lifting the bottles from 
a carrier to bring their bottoms into contact 
with the said brush, the said means compris 
ing a lifting bar extending transversely of 
the apparatus beneath the mouths of the bot 
tles in said carrier, spring mechanism tend 
ing to elevate said lifting bar, a vertically 
movable member, spring mechanism opera 
tively connected to the said bar and to the 
said member for preventing the lifting move 
ment of the first mentioned spring mecha 
nism when the said member is in its lowered 
position and for permitting such lifting ac 
tion when the said member is in an elevated 
position. 

17. In an apparatus for brushing the out 
sides of bottles, the combination of a yoke 
having aligned bearings at opposite ends 
thereof, a shaft rotatably mounted in said 
bearings, shafts supported by said yoke and 
extending at substantially right angles to the 
first mentioned shaft, a brush mounted on 
each of the last mentioned shafts, pinions on 
the first mentioned shaft and a gear on each 
of the second mentioned shafts meshing each 
with one of the first mentioned pinions, a 
shaft spaced from the first mentioned shaft 
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and substantially parallel therewith, a pair 
of arms mounted on the last mentioned shaft 
and extending on opposite sides thereof, one 
end of each of the last mentioned arms hav 
ing a bearing, a shaft mounted in said bear 
ings, a brush on said last mentioned shaft, a 
link connecting with the said yoke the por 
tion of one of said arms which is on the 
opposite side of its supporting shaft from the 
brush shaft, driving connections between the 
first mentioned shaft and the last mentioned 
brush shaft, a spring operatively connected 
with said yoke and tending to move the said 
yoke away from the arms which support the 
last mentioned brush shaft, means for mov 
ing a bottle between said brushes, and means 
operated by such movement for rocking the 
said yoke against the action of the said 
spring. 

18. In an apparatus for brushing the out 
sides of bottles, the combination of a yoke 
having aligned bearings at opposite ends 
thereof, a shaft rotatably mounted in said 
bearings, shafts supported by said yoke and 
extending at substantially right angles to the 
first mentioned shaft, a brush mounted on each 
of the last mentioned shafts, pinions on the 
first mentioned shaft and a gear on each of 
the second mentioned shafts meshing each 
with one of the first mentioned pinions, a 
shaft spaced from the first mentioned shaft 
and substantially parallel therewith, a pair 
of arms mounted on the last mentioned shaft 
and extending on opposite sides thereof, one 
end of each of the last mentioned arms hav 
ing a bearing, a shaft mounted in said bear 
ings, a brush on said last mentioned shaft, 
a link connecting with the said yoke the por 
tion of one of Said arms which is on the op 
posite side of its supporting shaft from the 
brush shaft, driving connections between the 
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first mentioned shaft and the brush shaft, a 
spring operatively connected with said yoke 
and tending to move the said yoke away from 
the arms which support the last mentioned 
brush shaft, means for moving a bottle up 
wardly between said brushes, means oper 
ated by such movement for rocking the said 
yoke against the action of the said spring, 
and means for reciprocating the last men 
tioned brush shaft and its supporting shaft 
without breaking the driving connections be 
tween said last mentioned brush shaft and 
the first mentioned shaft. 

19. In an apparatus for brushing the out 
sides of bottles, the combination of a ro 
tatably supported hanger, a shaft supported 
by said hanger, a brush mounted on the said 
shaft, a pair of pivotally supported arms 
adjacent thereto, a shaft mounted in said 
arms, a brush on the last mentioned shaft, 
means for driving the said shafts, means con 
nected with the shaft-supporting members 
and tending to move the said shafts apart, 
means for moving a bottle between said 
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brushes, and means operated by such move 
ment for moving the shaft-supporting mem 
bers toward each other upon the insertion 
of the bottle between said brushes. 

20. In an apparatus for brushing the out 
sides of bottles, the combination of a ro 
tatably supported hanger, a shaft supported 
in Said hanger and depending therefrom, a 
brush mounted on the said shaft, a pair of 
pivotally supported arms adjacent thereto, 
a shaft mounted in said arms, a brush on 
the last mentioned shaft means including 
a spring for connecting the shaft supporting 
members and tending to move the said shafts 
apart, means for driving said shafts, means 
for moving a bottle between said brushes, 
and means operative by such movement for 
overcoming the action of said spring and for 
forcing the shafts toward each other upon 

, the insertion of a bottle between said brushes 
and for rendering the spring operative to 
Separate the shafts by the removal of the bot 
tle from between the said brushes. 

21. in an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
... the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats adapted to support bottles 
mouth downward and adapted to be moved 
intermittently through such apparatus, of 

s: brushing means above said conveyor, a series 
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of lifting rods for the bottles on each carrier 
located below said brushing means and 
adapted to raise the bottles from each such 
carrier into operative relation to the brush 
ing means, and means for aligning the 
mouths of the bottles on each carrier with 
such lifting rods, the said means comprising 
longitudinally extending guide members 
adapted to receive the necks and mouths of 
the bottles on each carrier therebetween and 
to permit the passage of the same there 
through, each of said guide members having 
a vertically projecting extension, a pair of 
transversely extending bars vertically spaced 

5 from the said guide members, each of said 
bars having projections extending toward 
but normally out of register with the spaces 
between said bars, hangers pivoted to the 
opposite sides of the said apparatus and 
having substantially vertically extending 
arms pivotally connected to the said bars, 
one of said hangers comprising a bell crank, 
a rod connected with said bell crank and 
normally holding the said bars with the pro 
jections thereof out of register with the 
spaces between the said guide members, a 
spring tending to move the bars in the op 
posite direction against the action of the 
last mentioned rod, means for raising and 
lowering the said lifting rods, and connec 
tions between said raising and lowering 
means and the rod connected with the bell 
crank whereby as the said lifting rods are 
raised, the restraining action upon the 
spring by the rod connected with the bell 
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crank is overcome and the projections on 
the said bars are brought into register with 
the Spaces between the guide members, and 
upon the downward movement of the said 
raising and lowering means the last men 
tioned rod is operated against the action of 
said spring thereby to move the bars to bring 
the projections thereof out of register with 
the spaces between the said members. 

22. In an apparatus for cleaning bottles, 
the combination, with a conveyor comprising 
transversely extending bottle carriers each 
having seats adapted to support bottles 
mouth downward and adapted to be moved 
intermittently through such apparatus, of 
brushing means above said conveyor, a series 
of lifting rods for the bottles on each carrier 
located below said brushing means and adapt 
ed to raise the bottles from each such carrier 
into operative relation to the brushing 
means, and means for aligning the mouths 
of the bottles on each carrier with such lift 
ing rods, the said means comprising longi 
tudinally extending guide members adapted 
to receive the necks and mouths of the bot 
tles on each carrier therebetween and to per 
mit the passage of the same therethrough, 
each of said guide members having a down 
Wardly projecting tongue, a pair of trans 
versely extending bars located beneath the 9 
said guide members, each of said bars hav ing upwardly extending tongues adapted by 
the movement of said bars to register with 
the spaces between said bars, bell cranks 
pivoted to the opposite sides of the said ap 
paratus and having substantially vertically 
extending arms pivotally connected to the 
said bars, a rod connected with one of said 
bell cranks and normally holding the said 
bars with the tongues thereof out of register 
with the spaces between the said guide mem 
bers, a spring connected with the other of 
said bell cranks and tending to move the 
bars into register with said spaces, means 
for raising and lowering the said lifting : 
rods, and a connection between said raising 
and lowering means and said second men 
tioned rod whereby as the said lifting rods 
are lifted, the restraining action upon the 
spring by the rod connected with a bell 
crank is overcome and the tongues of said 
bars are brought into register with the 
spaces between the guide members, and upon 
the downward movement of the said lifting 
rods the second mentioned rod is operated 
against the action of said spring thereby to 
move the bars to bring the tongues thereof 
out of register with the spaces between the 
said members. 
In testimony whereof, I hereunto affix my 

signature. 
JOHN R. GRUETTER. 
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